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Get up to speed on Scala, the JVM language that offers all the benefits of a modern object model,

functional programming, and an advanced type system. Packed with code examples, this

comprehensive book shows you how to be productive with the language and ecosystem right away,

and explains why Scala is ideal for today's highly scalable, data-centric applications that support

concurrency and distribution.This second edition covers recent language features, with new

chapters on pattern matching, comprehensions, and advanced functional programming. Youâ€™ll

also learn about Scalaâ€™s command-line tools, third-party tools, libraries, and language-aware

plugins for editors and IDEs. This book is ideal for beginning and advanced Scala developers

alike.Program faster with Scalaâ€™s succinct and flexible syntaxDive into basic and advanced

functional programming (FP) techniquesBuild killer big-data apps, using Scalaâ€™s functional

combinatorsUse traits for mixin composition and pattern matching for data extractionLearn the

sophisticated type system that combines FP and object-oriented programming conceptsExplore

Scala-specific concurrency tools, including AkkaUnderstand how to develop rich domain-specific

languagesLearn good design techniques for building scalable and robust Scala applications
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First let me say that scala is a very tough language to learn, it has a lot of tough semantics in it.

However, if you learn it, you could dish out code faster than any java 8 developer. I'm going to try

very hard to not make this a review of scala the language. Even though I like scala in general, I

could easily write several pages of criticism for the language.In general, this book is great and very

thorough. The authors went into a lot of detail on many topics. I would highly recommend this book

to anybody. However, I'm partly saying that because the scala-lang website documentation is old,

insufficient, and completely out of order.That being said, there are some parts that are far more

confusing than they need to be. The author has a bad habit of showing you a feature in scala long

before he explains it, and that is why I decided to give this four stars instead of five.Chapters four

(pattern matching) and five (implicits) were especially difficult to follow because the authors kept

using language features before they explained them. I had to read each of those chapters twice

before I understood them.- They show you implicit type conversions a whole ten pages before they

explain them (shown on page 139, explained on page 149). So of course I spent a half hour trying to

understand the example before giving up.- They start using '+:', ':+', and '::' in chapter four before

they explain them.- They use infix notation for types long before explaining it.- Their explanation of "

This will probably come across as a harsh review of the book but I want the potential buyers to know

what they're getting into when they buy this book. Just to put into context of where I was when I

purchased this book: I consider myself a seasoned software developer; I've adapted a functional

way of doing Java development since the introduction of Google Guava pre-v8 and adapted the

native lambdas and streams as soon as Java 8 became ready for prime time. I have also written

software using Groovy but not as large scale.Now on to the review of this book. As other

not-so-positive reviews has mentioned: this book goes to the deep end way too quickly, introducing

advanced concepts without much explanation and by the time it finally (tries) to connect the dots,

the reader is already drowned in confusion and frustration. Just an example, it introduces Akka

actors in the beginning chapters. Yes, I know! The very essence of Erlang thrown right on your face

when you barely went through the book's "hello, world" example! It kind of feels like Tom Cruise's

character in "Edge of Tomorrow" on his first day on the battle; you're sent to kill these

horrific-looking Cthulhus when you can't even disengage your weapons safety switch.Scala is a



*difficult* language as it is already, with all of its nuances and enough syntactic sugar to cause

diabetes, and this book does not help so much in getting the reader learn at a good pace. I literally

found myself reading sections more than twice trying to decipher what I've just read. I felt dumber

every time I put the book down to resurface.The authors are clearly smart and are Scala experts.
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